
The Michelson-Morley experiment (1887)

The Earth was thought to move through the aether with speed u,

and one wanted to measure u with a light experiment

mirror

mirror
semi-transparent
mirror

seen from Earth
seen from the rest frame of the aether

We want to compare the time it takes to go to and from the mirrors 

Time 

=[ time
relative speed

]

=[ time ]

In total: 

Time =2 [time ]

total time:

One thus expected light to take di�erent time depending on the orientation

of the arms of the experiment w.r.t. the aether. What one found
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and

mirrors are at
di✁erent positions
at di✁erent times

in reality was independent of orientation.

(So the Galilean
relation between the
times must be wrong.)

relative speed

(Rindler:
p. 3-4)



Lorentz suggested (1892, note, before Einstein!) that objects are shortened

in the direction of motion s.t.

length parallel to the direction of motion

length orthogonal =L, rest length

This e�ect is known as Lorentz contraction or length contraction.

In a system S' where the experiment is at rest we have 

so the events that light comes back to from and coincide.

These two events must therefore coincide in all systems. 

Lorentz was right: we have length contraction.

(Hendrik Lorentz, 1853�1928)
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(Albert Einstein, 1879�1955)

Lorentz was inspired by electrodynamics where the transformations that leave

the laws of physics invariant are not the Galilean transformations, but the 

Lorentz transformations, to be derived soon.

Note:

(George FitzGerald, 1851-1901)



Time dilation

Assume that all observers measure the same speed of light c,

independently of how they move, and consider a special clock.

synchronized with

normal clock

Assume that an astronaut takes the laser clock along on a space journey

S S'

Let S' move with velocity
u in the system S

In the system S' it takes time  

for the light to go between the mirrors

In S (where the speed of light is also c) we have

!!!

S' will be slow!

Life on the space ship seems to go in slow-motion with
observer clock in motion

Question: What does the astronaut think about time on earth?

Hint: Symmetry!
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u

(No Lorentz contraction
perpendicular to the motion)

Remark: Here we talk about the time
between events, not about what the clock
will look like to another observer.

laser
pulse

(All distances here
are in S)

(Taylor: 603-605)



Derivation of the Lorentz transformations

Lorentz transformations relate events (=points in spacetime)

 i.e., Lorentz transformations relate pairs of coordinates

If spacetime is homogeneous we have for each pair of coordinates

const, not
can change if     changes

but it changes as much everywhere

If space is isotropic the constants can only depend on 

We therefore assume a linear transformation

where all 

(We place the origin such that we don't need constant terms.)

We choose coordinates s.t. S' moves with velocity u in the x-direction,

and such that when
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Let       be one of t, x, y, z

and       be one of t', x', y', z'

the relative velocity

.

(Only u de�nes a direction.)

in one system S, to events in another system S',

(Rindler has a 
somewhat 
di✁erent derivation:
P. 11-16)



Note that at and we have

separately

cross out

Next we note that the and -planes (with           )

must agree

cross out 

Similarly

We thus expect a linear transformation 

Note: Only x and t mix as 

expected by isotropy, no

direction is special.

To determine the constants and

we consider velocities in S'. We have:
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Plane cannot lean in 
any direction by isotropy

Since no point in the yz-plane is special this applies for all y and z

(homogeneity)



If v'=-c, v=-c

Now all are expressed in and we get for v':

Relativistic
velocity
addition

Remark: Compare to the nonrelativistic result

relativistic correction as or

nonrelativistic
result

(So far 3 equations 
for 4 unknowns)

Let us now de�ne 

(standard notation)

If v'=0 (rest in S') the velocity in S is u

If v'=c, v=c
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If we express x' in [x and t], and then [x and t] in [x' and t'],

we must get x'=x':

same form of 
transformation
but u->-u

isotropy =>

In the same way

We have now derived the Lorentz transformation

where 
Lorentz transformation
matrix
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Conclusion:

c=c for all observers

homogeneity

isotropy
transformations, given by a unique form

This can be compared to what was assumed before, that mechanics was 

homogeneity

isotropy

Remark: When the Lorentz transformations give back the 

Galilean transformations.

Remark: Maxwell's equations are invariant under Lorentz-transformations

(not under Galilean transformations), this was already known, so 

the laws of mechanics were thought to be invariant under one set

of transformations, and the laws of electromagnetism under a 

di�erent set. It seemed not to ✁t!
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invariant under Galilean transformations

which do respect

Physics invariant under the Lorentz


